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Welcome to this spring edition of our newsletter. I hope and pray that you are 
well and safe during this very unusual time. A big thank you to our parents 
and girls for their commitment and dedication throughout the third lockdown 
to theier online learning and their return to school.

We have ambitious targets for all of our girls, which they have continued to 
meet even during their virtual learning.

It has been wonderful to work closely with all of our staff and families to 
develop our school and learning environment.

We are delighted to be releasing our termly newsletter presenting the excellent 
work our students and staff have been doing demonstrating their outstanding 
attitudes to learning and kindness to each other.

Mrs Merva

Principal

 

A MESSAGE FROM OUR HEADTEACHER
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WELLBEING SUPPORT DURING LOCKDOWN

During the lockdown our strategy to support our student and staff’s wellbeing. We were 
very conscious that there was a strong need for support even if it was remotely.

We held weekly assemblies lead by the Senior Leadership and Pastoral Team, which centred 
around building resilience and positive thinking. They were well received by students and 
parents.

When looking at the needs of our Key Stage 3 and 4 students it became evident that the 
needed different assemblies, so assemblies were rota so they could be more bespoke for 
their needs. 

 

Key Stage 4 - Year 10 

Key Stage 3 – Year 7,8 & 9
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Through the weekly assembly the Heads of Year celebrated what had gone well during the 
week by asking the teachers for shout outs for positive moments in their lessons.

We also made sure we carried on with celebrating student’s induvial talent by hand 
delivering Star of the Week to the winners. 
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THE SCHOOL DAY AT HOME

Due to the pandemic, unfortunately all schools have had to be remained closed. Therefore, 
we have all been working from homes online to ensure we are not lacking when it comes 
towards our education.  

The sites we use include a variety. The main one is Microsoft Teams. This is used to 
communicate between students and teachers as well as for having meeting for lessons 
as a whole class. Although we are at home, we do not let that change the fact that we 
cannot learn up to the best of standards. Other sites used include Doddle, Hegarty Maths, 
Active Learn, Kerboodle, Know It All Ninja, Duolingo, Kahoot. These can be used for many 
subjects when doing activities during the school day. In total we have 6 lessons and form 
time in the morning which is for half an hour.  

Form time is when we settle into our day with a couple of words and notices from our 
teachers and get the register done. This is a quiet time to reflect before our day starts. Things 
we do include Form Notices, Wellbeing Sessions, Newsround and Surah Kahf on Fridays. 
During the school day at home all teachers are on time and punctual to our lessons and that 
is what the teachers expect from us. 

Together we work as a team. During our lessons, our teachers also record lessons to ensure 
all students can go back on to the lesson in case they need a reminder or a refresh as to 
what they did in that lesson. This can ensure everyone is being provided with what they did 
previously. 

We also have the opportunity to either type in chats to communicate to a teacher or 
either unmute ourselves or speak through the teams call. This makes people a lot more 
comfortable with their learning. We have also introduced a new feature which allows us 
to raise our hands on the team call when we want to speak as well as being able to turn 
on our cameras if we feel we want face to face support. This is a very useful resource so 
support personal choice. 

By Anam 10I
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INTERVENTIONS AND WELLBEING SESSIONS

As part of our school, all students have had a massive impact on education due to the 
pandemic, and although we won’t be able to get the time back, we missed. We look at 
this as an opportunity going forward to strive for the best. This involves the intervention 
sessions and dropdown days we have introduced as a school. These sessions are purely 
beneficial to us students as it gives us time either before school or even after to progress on 
your learning with your class.  

In Year 10, as part of our exam support, we have been doing sessions before school 
between 8-8:30 AM. This is during our registration time and gives us the vital opportunity 
to have half an hour with a teacher when going through certain subjects. We also do extra 
revision sessions after school, sometimes from 3:30 – 5:30 and sometimes just till 5. This is 
to ensure we get the best possible grade as we are heading into the most challenging time 
of year. During the school week, there are times where we have dropdown days. This is 
when we go off timetable for a day just to focus on one subject. This might be because the 
teacher thinks we may be a little vulnerable in an area of that subject and so we focus on 
becoming experts in that subject by the end of the day. 

In Year 10, we have also been provided with revision materials, booklets and even revision 
guides by our lovely headteacher who cares about our education and wants us to aim 
high. These materials given to us are very beneficial as they sum up what we have been 
taught in lessons, they give us exam practice and also give us fun activities to do if we want 
to go that extra mile. 

Here is a response from Inaya in 10A: 
‘Sometimes I feel the school can go over the top with how many interventions we have, 
however overall I think the intervention sessions are very beneficial. This is because being 
in small groups makes it easier to interact with the teacher as you are able to have one to 
one support from that specific teacher for that subject.’ 
During the pandemic, while we are at home we have also been provided with wellbeing 
sessions once every two weeks. This is always delivered by the senior teacher of pastoral 
Miss Morrissey and is a huge benefit to all students. It’s not always the same topics every 
time which also makes it more interactive. A couple examples of topics being discussed 
include coping with lockdown, exam pressure, anxiety, and awareness. The topics being 
discussed each week are sometimes delivered for certain year groups and at other times it 
can be for the whole school.  
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Science lessons online

Maths lessons online

History lessons online

English lessons online

Geography lessons online
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Like we did last lockdown, Eden Girls’ Leadership Academy Manchester (EGLAM) 
participated in a virtual walk for Shine Charity. By taking part, you can keep yourself fit 
and healthy, as well as raise money for an outstanding charity which has helped many 
during this difficult time. 

Our adventure began walking from EGLAM – Scotland (348 miles). Then Scotland – 
Denmark, (1071 ) .We are still encouraging people to sponsor our walk and raise as much 
money as we can for Shine charity. 

Through our STAR values – Service, teamwork, Respect and Ambition. In the Star community, 
we have raised £34,634. If you would like to donate to Shine Charity, please visit the link 
below.

https://www.justgiving.com/campaign/starcoronavirusappeal

Students - 26 active participants

Staff - 15 active participants

By Miss Hawksworth

JANUARY 2021- MARCH 2021 EDEN GIRLS LEADERSHIP ACADEMY      
MANCHESTER VIRTUAL WALK 

https://www.justgiving.com/campaign/starcoronavirusappeal
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WHAT WAS LOCKDOWN LIKE FOR PEOPLE AT EDEN GIRLS?

Hamna 7a: 
I thought lockdown would be fun, but I started regretting it after a week as I missed my 
friends and my teachers. But the thing that really affected me while in lockdown was my 
learning, as we had no experience with online learning. It was hard the first few days as I 
had no idea where to do the work and how to do it as all my books where in school. Every 
day my teacher would send fun activities that we could do in lockdown. The thing that really 
made me mad was that I had prepared heart and soul for my SATS which never happened. 
However, I was really happy that finally schools will open. When I heard lockdown will 
happen for a month, but schools will stay open I was really relived as my studies will not 
get harmed. But when I heard Boris Johnson announced lockdown would happen again, I 
was not that terrified as there was a call for every lesson and many assemblies that made 
our wellbeing better and having a positive attitude to lesson it really helped me. This is my 
story of lockdown. 

How did lockdown affect other people in Eden Girls: 

Rahaf 7a: 
One day was sat in my house, enjoying the nice weather outside and having hard times 
with my homework! But the next, live on TV, Boris Johnson announced a lockdown!? We 
just had a 6-month lockdown! Missing half of Year 6 and staying away from all my friends! 
But again, it was all for our safety! The virus was contagious so we couldn’t leave our 
houses or visit loved ones. 

At the start I was like, yay! No school no homework! To be honest I miss all my friends and 
teachers, but at least we get to do it virtually. Again, it’s not the same!  
I feel really bored at home, there is nothing to do.  It feels like I’m trapped in a cage, like 
I have no freedom. On the other side, it’s an opportunity to spend more time with our 
beloved families. 

We all must cope with this hard time, if there was no lockdown everyone would be sick and 
suffering. We care for each other and want to fight the virus not let it spread.
Schools are closed to most students. I miss all my friends and it’s just not the same! Hopefully, 
soon the virus will end, and we can all be happy again and free of the virus! 

Anam 10i:
‘From my point of view during lockdown I feel very annoyed and both happy at the same 
time. I’m happy because I’m getting to spend more time with my family but I feel very 
annoyed as well as we don’t know what is going to happen in the foreseeable future. 
For example, I am in Year 10 and at the moment we are not 100% sure as to whether our 
GCSEs will be taking place. 

Overall, I think lockdown has been a challenge for us all in both good and bad ways.’ 
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Laiqah 10a:

 “I think that lockdown had many advantages and disadvantages. As personally lockdown 
provided me with the opportunity to spend more time with my family which is something 
not everyone had before as they may have been busy with work or school. It gave us the 
chance to get to know all of our family members more and spend that quality time with 
them. It also gave us the opportunity to work on ourselves as individuals more as we were 
able to take some time out of out schedules and become better people and just reflect on 
everything which is going on and just be grateful for everything which Allah has given and 
blessed us with. However, lockdown also had many negative impacts on people as many 
people lost family members and staying at home impacted some people mental wellbeing 
in negative ways. I think that lockdown has had good and bad impacts on people’s lives 
but alhamduallah had most importantly brought us closer to Allah!” 
 
 Anaya 8n:
 
‘Even though life was not as expected in lockdown we tried to stay at home whenever 
possible. We all just wish that this coronavirus just stops and everything just goes back to 
normal so we can go back to school, we can go shopping whenever we want, we can go 
out with our families and friends so we all wish that everything goes back to normal and 
we are all doing our du’aas’. 
 
Even though it has not been an easy time for all year groups we have remained strong and 
made lockdown the best we could have done to make everyone around us happy and 
safe.  
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Due to the pandemic, there has been a slight change of what is going to happen when also 
following the government guidelines. As a school, we have not let this affect how we carry 
on or change. We have been able to adapt and carry on as if it were another challenge 
we were told to take on. 

For all Year 10 girls, our target as a group was to finish our Bronze Award this year of 
2021. Most girls have completed their bronze physical, skills, and volunteering. We had to 
do 2 sections for 3 months and 1 section of our choice for 6 months. This was being logged 
on our DofE accounts every single week. Some of us have finished these sections, but those 
who have not must get it done as soon as possible. Recently, we have had a DofE parents 
evening where we have been given information as to what we expect going forward. We 
learned the latest updates and what our next steps are now. 

Firstly, for the DofE bronze we were unable to do our expedition due to the current 
circumstances. Our DofE manager Miss Hawksworth has given us the opportunity to have 
two choices. Those two include doing an urban expedition to complete our DofE Bronze or 
doing our Bronze expedition alongside with our Silver. An urban expedition is when you 
do your expedition but cannot stay overnight due to the current covid-19 restrictions. As 
we already know there are two expeditions, one is practice and the other is the real one. 
The option we were given was for that we do our Bronze expedition in replace of the Silver 
practice and the Silver expedition for our Silver Award. We were also given information 
about those who have already completed their sections for their Bronze Award. 

Those people who had finished their Bronze sections were given the opportunity to start 
their Silver sections in the meantime while we were waiting for other information to be 
told. All of Year 10 are very excited and are looking forward to this despite the pandemic 
putting restrictions on our daily lives. The first part of the award is done. Keep trying year 
10’s not far off now. 

Here is a response from Anam 10I: 
‘I think that the DofE is a good way to show off all people’s skills and talents. It’s a good 
way of revealing people’s hidden secrets. Everyone is capable of doing this if they try 
despite the challenge. I am glad I have completed all my sections for My bronze award as 
it means for me to begin the next chapter, the next section and focus straight on to it which 
is my Silver Award.’ 

DUKE OF EDINBURGH AWARD DURING LOCKDOWN
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Here is a response from Inaya 10A: 
‘I am happy we have been told information as to what’s going to happen during this 
pandemic, but I am also very scared about the expedition as I have been previously told 
by people who have already done the expedition that it is a time in your life that you will 
certainly never forget. Despite this I am excited to prove everyone wrong about myself.’ 

For all Year 9 girls. The Duke of Edinburgh’s award is a fresh start, and they are just getting 
used to it. They have only just started their Bronze Award and are working hard to getting 
the best possible outcome. They have started off by choosing the activities they are going 
to do for their physical, volunteering and skills. Some girls have really outshone themselves 
with outstanding targets. A couple of them include learning to speak another language 
within 3 months, learning how to do origami and even learning how to cook and be a chef 
by the end of it. All of these things determine the type of person you are and it also shows 
others a good reputation as the DofE award is also a good looking award for CV’s. Good 
luck to all Year 9’s.   
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BOOK REVIEWS: OLIVER TWIST 

In Year 7 we are learning about Charles Dickens and Oliver Twist and it has been great 
so far. Learning about Oliver Twist has made me exited and my class to attend our English 
lessons as the book is very enjoyable. In the novel, Oliver’s main quest is to find his identity, 
a place in this world, this part in the story Year 7s can relate to as we start off a new school.  
We are also looking for new friendships, experiences, and a fresh start with a better 
identity. Furthermore, reading Oliver Twist has made me and my class grateful and happy 
that we have more opportunities than the children back then in Victorian England. I have 
also learnt moral lessons from this novel such as bravery, resilience, honesty, and kind 
heartedness. I am happy that learning about these old novels is still part of the curriculum 
as learning about how kids of our age lived long ago can make us ‘open our eyes’ and 
see that we are much more privileged than children back then and some children right now 
as some children can’t afford to go to school. Overall, I am enjoying my English lessons 
and huge thanks to all the English teachers and huge thanks to Eden Girl’s Manchester for 
making learning a better place and hope to carry on reading great novels like Oliver Twist. 

By Meren 7N
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I recommend this book for many girls and boys as it is another one of Pamela Butchart’s 
books. One day Izzy and her friends are surprised to find that their teacher, Miss Jones, 
is actually being nice to them. This is the woman who was caught secretly smiling when 
Maisie Miller fell off her chair. There can only be one conclusion: she’s been taken over by 
aliens, and now she wants to make them all aliens too! This is one of my favourite books 
and can always brighten up your day. I give this book a FIVE star rating as there is an 
officer in the book who has a face shaped like a moon.  

A laugh-out-loud  funny story that captures the craziness of primary school, where your 
teacher might just be an alien and your best friend is frightened of peas, so frightened it 
may just end up for them to come in a big shock. 

By Hamnah 7A

BOOK REVIEWS: ‘BABY ALIENS GOT MY TEACHER’                         
BY PAMELA BUTCHART
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DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY LESSONS DURING LOCKDOWN

What were the experiences of learning D.T for the first time in the school?

I am Hamnah Azam from 7A and my D.T teacher is Miss Pepper who has really made D.T 
a fun experience for me. So, let me tell you what we have learnt in D.T so far.  
In D.T so far, we have learnt about shelters, filtering and planes.
When we were making shelters the 3 key things, we were looking at were is it big enough, 
is it suitable for any type of weather and do we have the right equipment. We started 
designing our shelters on paper and watched videos on what a good shelter needs and 
how it looks like. We had to make our shelter waterproof and strong. The material that we 
had was bubble wrap, foil, art straws, cardboard, paper and cellotape. Then we had to 
create the shelters we had designed with those materials and I think some peoples shelters 
came out a success. 

Filter+ization was really fun because we got to explore different type of ways water would 
get clean in factories and systems, so we tried making dirty water clean. Obviously, we 
did not have the items that are in systems and factories, so we tried it another way. We got 
gravel, sand and rocks. The were 4 teams: Team A, Team B, Team C and Team D

With different mixtures and amounts of rock, gravel and sand. Each team had 2-4 members 
each given a beaker of dirty water. We all got a bottle and had to cut the end of the bottle 
so we could fill it halfway with rocks, gravel and sand. We got to work we poured the dirty 
water from the top of the bottle and waited for the clean water to come through. After a 
while, some water dripped out from the end of the bottle and it was not so clean it had bits 
of brow inside of it so then we poured it back into the filter hoping it will come out clean 
surprisingly it was clean! So, I think that this experiment was a success.

“I have thoroughly enjoyed teaching D&T as I believe it allows us all to develop our skills 
regarding engineering and also creativity. We have created products which has enhanced 
learning about designing and making functional and to-scale products. I believe D&T helps 
us learn to think about solutions to lives of those in need of disaster response and therefore 
we can make an impact on the world. Finally, we are able to have fun whilst designing and 
creating which creates a positive atmosphere and improves learning.”
Miss Pepper – DT Teacher 
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Our topic was on the move, we had to design and create our own planes. When designing 
our planes, we had to keep the four primary forces of lift, weight, thrust and drag in mind. 
We had to think about all the materials we needed to use and looked at different designs 
and see which one was best. We all had to collect materials and prevent using paper. 
Using the designs, we made the week before, we were able to create our plane with the 
materials we collected. We could watch videos on how to make planes, but I chose to 
make mine myself because I wanted it to be unique. 

A girl from 7A called Aizah created her plane like this:
“I collected bottles, cardboard boxes, foil and cling film. 

How I made my plane:
1, First, I got some card and folded it up to create the shape of a Toblerone. 
2, Then, I wrapped it up with foil.
3, After that, I cut out wings from cardboard and made a little seat with card and wrapped 
in cello tape to make it waterproof. 
4, Finally, I stuck everything in place using cello tape, glue and paper clips.
This is how her plane looked like in the end:

Aizah 7a Sama 7a

Hamnah 7aImamah 7a
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YEAR 8 ENGLISH DURING LOCKDOWN

In English, we have been learning all about The Gothic. The Gothic is all about scary things 
and is always at night-time. A convention of a gothic convention is that they are always 
supernatural monster.  

Year 8 have also been learning about Frankenstein who is a zombie-like character. Some 
descriptions of Frankenstein are that he has a lofty doomed forehead. 
We have also been learning about Dracula who is a vampire character who likes to suck 
blood. A description of Frankenstein is that he has an aquiline like face. Aquiline means 
eagle-like.  

Thank you for reading my article I hope you enjoyed it. 
Thanks, 
Anaya 8N  
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HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY

On the 27th January we commemorated HMD, we did this through Form time activities 
and a short assembly.  The theme this year for HMD was “Be the light in the darkness” 
based on this theme students were asked to produce a piece of artwork that reflected this.  
The students produced some amazing pieces of artwork which were later compiled into 
an online art gallery.  A big thank you to Miss Qureshi and Miss Amin for organising an 
informative and successful event.

By Mrs Sadiq
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WEEKLY FORMS PROJECT

Due to the pandemic, as all students are now at home it has become a little bit of a struggle 
when trying to communicate between teachers and other students. Due to this we decided 
to create a weekly form which goes out to the whole school team every Friday. There are 
different questions every week and this is to ensure we are all getting the support we need.  

The form always asks students how their week has been, If the Anti–Bullying ambassadors 
can do anything to help and if there are any queries needing to be raised to the Senior 
Leadership Team. So far it has been a success every week and we try to be as safeguarding 
as possible, trying to find out how everyone is feeling and what we can do to prevent the 
negative emotions. 

This project has been led by myself and is only being looked at by the Anti Bullying 
ambassadors’ confidential team and the Senior Leadership confidential team. This means 
there is about 10 people who only have access to this form, including 1 or 2 teachers. 
We try to look at every person’s response on a weekly basis and we use the time on our 
weekends often to check it before the new week begins. This is to ensure the issues that can 
be resolved to be sorted before the next week coming. 

The issues we do also receive have to be said in a confidential matter. For example we 
must not expose the person or accidentally tell a friend, we must keep it as confidential and 
private as we can unless it is a really important issue in which needs to be raised with the 
SLT’s of our school. We all work hard together to ensure everyone is safe from harm and is 
able to have an easy learning environment while being at home. 

This form is also not long and takes students on average around 2 minutes and 30 seconds to 
fill in. Therefore it is more liked around the school and students feel their concerns do matter 
and that they have a voice in the school. This is important for all students and teachers as all 
they want is for everyone to be safe. Although it may take time to raise certain complaints 
or issues it is still being responded to in the long run and there are measures put into place 
to reassure the student and ensure it is not causing any problems. 
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EDEN’S GOT TALENT 

As part of our competitions, our school is known for its talents. We aim to get lots of 
students to take part even if it means trying something new and going beyond their comfort 
zones. This competition is something that takes place yearly. Eden’s Got Talent is a great 
opportunity for everyone to collaborate and learn new talents. Due to the pandemic, this 
year we have not been able to take part during school as we were at home, however our 
school didn’t let that stop us from doing it all together. 

As an alternative, our school decided we make our own short videos of our talents which 
would then be judged by the teacher. These talents included singing Nasheeds, reading 
recitation of the Holy Quran and either making or performing a poem or speech. This 
was all based on the religion Islam and the teachings. These videos were all done and 
then judged and shortlisted into the top 17 people who were able to get to the finals. All 
together these 17 people worked together daily by attending rehearsals via teams and 
using their time and effort wisely to have an outstanding performance. The 17 were also a 
mixture of Year 7’s, Year 8’s, Year 9’s and Year 10’s as everyone was equally very talented. 

We were also taking part in winter fasting every Monday and every Thursday as it is very 
rewarding to fast on these days as they are the sunnah days. Due to this the Winter Iftar 
programme which happens every year, was done via Teams on Thursday 11th February 
2021 from 3:45 – 5:15 as it ended at the time to open our fasts. This day was commemorated 
for more prayers and dedicating to fasting and remembering all those people who have 
passed during this pandemic.  

On the day of the programme, we began with a Quran recitation and translation so we 
could understand the meanings and teachings behind it. This was also done by our faith 
lead in the school Mr Desai. After these two girls collaborated in performing a speech on 
why we fast and we were taught the teachings behind it spiritually and also the benefits of 
it scientifically. This was also done by Miss Hafeez, Deputy Head, Laiqah and myself as 
Senior Prefect. As soon as this was completed, we went straight on to the event we were 
all waiting for. This was the Eden’s Got Talent event. As our teacher Mr Desai led and 
introduced every person, we could see it was a very challenging experience as there were 
so many amazing talents out there and competitive people but unfortunately only 3 people 
could be the winners. 
Once all 17 finalists had completed their performance it was now coming towards the 
end of the evening. All teachers were told to give in their votes and the winners would be 
announced the next day. As you can tell it was a very hard and stressful night for all girls 
as they were intrigued to know who would make the top three. After a long and sleepless 
nights, we had our Friday Assembly in which the winners and other notices were to be 
announced. 
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WORLD BOOK DAY

This World Book Day has not been like all the other book days that have been participating 
in during the past few years. However, we have used our adapting skills to make this day a 
special one. Although we were doing online learning at the time, we made sure everyone 
had the best time in lockdown. 
What we did to enjoy World Book Day online: 
• Many students changed their profile picture on teams as their favorite book 
character for that day representing World Book Day. Pupils all chose different characters 
and most of them were different. Which shows everyone has different likes and dislikes. 
Some changed their profiles to a numerous of different characters which all represented 
different personalities and likes.  
• We also set our status messages to a quote from our favorite books and each of 
them were all as unique as the books we read. 
• When we came back to school, we were all handed out leaves and book tokens 
to use on getting a book of your choice from many bookstores over the country. We were 
given leaves to see how many books have been read in each form. With the leaves you 
had to create a tree which had all the books your form had read.  
• The English lesson on World Book Day taught many pupils what this day is all 
about. 
World Book Day has not been normally this way, but we have made it unforgettable. 

By Hamnah 7A
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HOW TEACHERS FELT AFTER THEY JOINED IN THE PANDEMIC

I asked some of our new teachers what they thought it was like to join a school during a 
pandemic.

Mrs Adeel - English and Performing Arts teacher: 
Working through the pandemic has presented many challenges such as technical issues 
that both the students and I have faced. However, persevering and supporting students 
has helped develop positive relationships in the classroom and an increase in a student 
engagement and participation. Through remote learning, I have used many different 
strategies to check for students` understanding and am able to quickly respond to 
misconceptions as I access the students` Class Notebooks while they are working on task.  
Mrs Adeel has not let the pandemic get in her way of teaching, students she has strived to 
do the best of her ability all the way through lockdown learning. 
 
I think all teachers should be praised for helping students all the way through lockdown 
learning so a massive Thank You to all teachers in Eden Girls’ Manchester as we all 
appreciate everything you do for us. 
 
By Hamnah 7a 
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COMING BACK AFTER THE JANUARY LOCKDOWN

Coming back to school from a few months of lockdown was quite a challenge. The following 
reasons for this are: 
• Wearing a face covering in lessons 
• Keeping a safe distance from each other and 
• Sanitizing our hands when entering the classroom 
 
Most of our time has gone into being safe and keeping our faces covered all the time but 
however much we have done to keep us safe. So, let us see how students felt coming back 
to school. 
 
Laiqah 10A 
“Now that we are in school, I feel much happier and more comfortable. This is because we 
have been able to catch up on the missed work as well as slowly get back into routine and 
make everything as normal as possible. Our teachers have also helped us to get through 
this. In the Year 10’s we have not been pressured by the teachers and we have also slowly 
got back into our exams, to ensure that we are getting the best grades possible. This is only 
to ensure that we will not be disappointed on August the 12th when we get our grades. I 
know a numerous number of girls who have been working their hardest to ensure that they 
get the best grades they can get. The subjects mainly focused include: 
Health and Social Care, BTEC DIT, Business, Art, RS, Arabic, Urdu, French and Italian.” 
 
 
Anam 10I: 
“Due to Covid-19 all schools were shut unfortunately, however as the cases began to 
decrease; we were finally able to come back to school. While we were at home, we had 
a lot of online learning going on, where we were all engaging through Microsoft Teams 
to make it seem as normal as possible. Coming back to school was a struggle as getting 
back into routine was hard, however it also made us all happy as we were able to see our 
teachers and friends again in person. This made us feel a lot happier and safer.” 
 
Ayesha 9M: 
“For me, coming back to school after Lockdown has been very different and quite difficult. 
The lockdown was much of a sudden change in environment for many people. Learning 
from home has been hard to adapt to and many students have fallen behind in their studies. 
Many have lost focus and haven’t completed all work set, adding to the impact on their 
learning. Being in school after such a long period of Lockdown has helped me and many 
other people in Year 9 improve in lessons and many prefer being in school than sat behind 
a screen. For many teachers too, it has been much better to be back in the classroom and 
teaching students in person. Socialising at school helps many to interact and this helps 
with emotionally well-being. Overall, Lockdown makes it much difficult for students and 
teachers interact as they do in school. Students learn much more effectively in school. Also, 
being in school also helps students to do things which can’t be done as well as at home and 
so it is much appreciated to be in school. 
Thank You.” 
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During the time of lockdown many people did not like the sound of home learning and 
one of those people is me. However, with the perfect support at home and school, I got 
on well. Coming back to school was exciting and fun, as it was really tiring to be at home 
as we spent quite an amount of time behind a screen. But at school it’s fun to be with 
friends and be taught by teachers face to face. In my opinion learning at school is way 
easier than doing home learning. I think that many people have fallen behind by having 
technical issues or slow internet connections; however, in school you can just get on with 
the lesson. I have done well in online learning, but in school I can have more of a boost in 
my education.”  
 
Lockdown has been challenging for many people but coming back to school has been 
great and Inshallah Covid will eventually leave our lives and things will become normal 
again. 

By Hamnah 7a
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INTERNATIONAL WOMENS DAY

On the 8th March we celebrated International Women’s day.  The day started with Anam 
and Laiqah delivering a whole school assembly, informing the girls on the importance of 
IWD.  This year we celebrated IWD by introducing the profiles of famous women throughout 
Islamic history, modern society and famous scientists.  Students were encouraged to read 
the profiles of these women, that were available around the school.  After reading and 
researching their role models, students created a cellotape print of their female role model 
in their art lessons, which was then turned into an art exhibition!

By Mrs Sadiq
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COMMONWEALTH DAY ASSEMBLY

Our Humanities Department came to together for Commonwealth Day to celebrate the 
diversity and prosperity created through relationships forged between the many nations 
of the Commonwealth. To do this we thought that we could share a short history of the 
Commonwealth from empire to contemporary times. Although, empire has had some 
negative effects around the globe, it is important to highlight the many achievements and 
learn from our mistakes. This is why we also focus on our shared values, aspirations and 
achievements between countries. The assembly we created helped to raise awareness 
within the school of the impact of the Commonwealth whether it be through sports, trade or 
the collaboration and sharing of ideas. I feel that the response and feedback from our staff 
and pupils alike has been very positive and we were very excited to see the involvement 
in the acrostic poem competition. They were all especially creative and we thank all those 
that submitted a poem. Happy Commonwealth Day.
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POETRY COMPETITION

1st Place - Muskaan 9i

2nd Place - Aiza 7a 

3rd Place - Soha 9n 
4th Place - Zara 7i
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PURPLE AWARENESS DAY FOR EPILEPSY

This was a day which was in remembrance of the people who have epilepsy. This is a 
neurological disease which causes seizures or unusual sensations and behaviours. This 
illness can be lifelong or a long period of time. On the 26th March 2021, In Eden Girl’s 
Leadership Academy Manchester, we remembered this day by having non- uniform day 
as well as contributing £2 for wearing our own clothes which were preferably purple. 
We also did some charity activities in form time such as selling shop bought snacks such 
as waffles and crisps and doughnuts which were bought by many students as well as 
teachers in which all the money went to the charity for epilepsy awareness. As a school we 
managed to raise over £1000. Students gave their opinion on this day below:
Anam 10I- “I really enjoyed raising money for the purple awareness day as this gave us 
the opportunity to connect with the families which go through this and we felt good after 
knowing that we may have helped out a family going through this!”  
I feel like we should have more days like this as giving charity is a really good and makes us 
feel happy from the outside as well as the inside. I hope that the money which we managed 
to raise as a school managed to help out as many people which go through this!”

By Laiqah 10A
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ARE YOU A STAR READER?

While we have been in lockdown, the English team have worked hard to provide links to 
e-books, audiobooks and podcasts to keep students engaged with reading for pleasure. 
We’re now back in school, but our school library cannot yet open due to Government 
guidelines, however, in order to overcome this, the English team have continued to run a 
Virtual Library! 
By completing a Virtual Library Microsoft Form on the Microsoft Team Whole School Group 
you can request a book from the library which will be delivered to your form room by Miss 
Chivers during morning registration. Miss Chivers is also responsible for collecting in the 
books when students have finished reading them and ensuring they enter the appropriate 
quarantine period in order to keep everyone safe and still reading!
To encourage students to read a wide variety of quality literature, the Trust have published 
a list of STAR Readers, which are recommended reads for each year group. We are 
encouraging students to read the STAR readers throughout the school year.

In addition to this, the English Team are creating a Reading Tree to take pride of place in 
our library, the tree will be made up of student recommendations of books that will appear 
as leaves on the tree! We look forward to welcoming students back into our library when 
it is safe to do so.
Keep reading! Today a reader, tomorrow a leader!

By Miss Chivers 
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A FINAL THOUGHT BY MARIAM

A Recipe for Equality
Take some pleasing or pleasure,

a cup of pleasantness to be exact,
Add two teaspoons of charm,

A dollop of friendliness keeps the mixture intact,
Let all the ingredients settle together,

Overrun them with amusement,
Remove boredom that builds up after laughter dries out,

Add a dash of acknowledgement,
With a generous splash of honesty,

Increase the value and treasure,
eradicate sourness by combining humility and modesty

Remove yourself from the selfish,
Start to fry gently to ensure the batter tastes better,

A welcoming amount of sweetness,
This removes bitterness once and for all,

Note: The ingredients in this recipe must be blended fairly,
Leaving any out may leave an unpleasant or rotten taste.

Warning: Spread warmly and lovingly,
Without this all your efforts will be poorly received,

Finally serve in admiration and garnish with sweet relish.
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